
Index

acte clair doctrine 298–9
see also preliminary reference procedure

adjudicatory powers see under judicial powers:
competences and procedures

administrative powers see under executive
powers: competences and procedures

Advocate-General 132–3
Amsterdam Treaty see under constitutional

history: from Paris to Lisbon
annulment powers see under judicial powers:

competences and procedures
army, European 16–18

budgets and budgetary powers 97–8, 115, 125,
210

Court of Auditors 146–7
special reports 147

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union 36, 42, 422–9

binding status 423
relations with European treaties (and the

European Convention) 427–9
structure and content 423–7
(hard) rights and (soft) principles 425–6
limitations and ‘limitations on limitations’

426–7
see also European human rights

citizenship of the Union
essential core of citizenship rights 418–19
petitioning the European Parliament 99
representation 31, 43–4, 61, 62–3, 64
see also individuals and private parties

Civil Service Tribunal 128, 129, 134
Comitology 236–8

new Comitology system 241–3
non-addressed decisions 322–3
old Comitology system, 230, 241, 322–3

Common Commercial Policy 193–4, 212
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)

32, 42, 44, 103
Common Security and Defence Policy 192
competence of the Union 192
decision-making and voting 114, 204–5
institutional actors and institutional

balance 205–6
‘specificity’ of CFSP

decision-making procedures 205–7
voting arrangements in the Council 206–7

direct effect 314, 339–41
economic sanctions 194
European Courts having limited jurisdiction

139, 260–1
European External Action Service 110–11
High Representative of Foreign Affairs and

Security Policy 103, 110–11, 125, 205–6
European Council appointing 104
proposals developing policy of European

Council and Council 110–11
treaty-making and submitting

recommendations to the Council 208
treaty suspension proposals to the Council

211
relationship between CFSP and special

external competences 195, 197–9
sui generis nature of the CFSP competence

200–1
Common Security and Defence Policy 192
compensation see damages/compensation
competences see executive powers:

competences and procedures; external
powers: competences and procedures;
judicial powers: competences and
procedures; legislative powers:
competences and procedures

competition law 248–50, 251, 321, 405–7
complementary competences 168–9
conferral principle
disapplication of European law not covered

by the conferral principle 361–3
review of ‘specific’ and ‘manifest’

violations of the principle 363
scope of Union competences 153, 154–5, 190

consistent interpretation principle 331–4
indirect effects: interpretation and

implementation principles 342
procedural autonomy of national courts 331–

4, 382, 383–4
constitutional history: from Paris to Lisbon

9–43
fromMaastricht to Nice: the (Old) European

Union 27–37
Amsterdam Treaty: dividing the Third

Pillar 33–5, 41
decade of ‘constitutional bricolage’:

Amsterdam and Nice 33–7
First Pillar: the European Communities

29–32, 34
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constitutional history (cont.)
Nice Treaty: limited institutional reform

35–7, 38, 41
Second Pillar: Common Foreign and

Security Policy 32
Temple structure: the three Pillars of the

(Maastricht) Union 29–33
Third Pillar: Justice and Home Affairs 33

from Nice to Lisbon: the (new) European
Union 37–44

(failed) Constitutional Treaty: formal total
revision 38–41, 42

Lisbon Treaty: substantive ‘total revision’
37, 41–4

origins of European cooperation and
unification 7, 9–12

from Paris to Rome: European Coal and Steel
Community 10–18, 67, 116–17

(failed) European Defence Community
16–18, 24–5

Schuman Plan 12–13
(supranational) structure of the ECSC

13–16, 19–20
from Rome to Maastricht: European

(Economic) Community 18–27, 67
decisional supranationalism:

governmental structure 20–3
intergovernmental developments outside

the EEC 23–6
normative supranationalism: nature of

European Law 19–20
supranational /intergovernmental reforms

through Single European Act 26–7
constitutional nature: a federation of States

47–79
American constitutional tradition:

federalism as (inter)national law 49–53
conclusion: the European Union as a

‘Federation of States’ 77–9
European constitutional tradition:

international versus national law 53–9,
213

conceptual polarisation: ‘confederation’
versus ‘federation’ 54–6

‘confederations’ and European federal
thought 54–5

early criticism: the European tradition and
the (missing) federal genus 56–9

federal States and European federal
thought 55–6

federalism as a sovereign State 53–9
European Union in light of the American

constitutional tradition 59–66, 213
foundational dimension: Europe’s

‘Constitutional Treaty’ 60–2
functional dimension: the division of

powers in Europe 64–5
institutional dimension: a European

Union of States and peoples 62–4
overall classification: the European Union

on federal ‘middle ground’ 65–6
European Union in light of the European

constitutional tradition 66–77

Europe’s statist tradition unearthed: three
constitutional denials 71–4

excursus: Europe’s democratic ‘deficit’ as a
‘false problem’ 74–7

international law theory: the ‘Maastricht
decision’ 66–7, 68–71, 78

sui generis theory: the ‘incomparable’
European Union 48, 66, 67–8

Constitutional Treaty see under constitutional
history: from Paris to Lisbon

Constitutions 1–2
creation of government institutions as central

task of constitutions 81
European Constitution 2–5
and sovereignty see under sovereignty

see also constitutional nature: a federation of
States

coordinating competences 167–8
cooperation see duty of sincere cooperation
‘Coreper’ and specialised Council committees

107–10
Council, the 32, 104–15

composition and configuration 20–1, 63, 99,
105–6

council configurations 105–6
decision-making and voting 63, 111–14
Ioannina Compromise 113–14
Luxembourg Compromise 21–2, 114
new voting /double majority system 113–

14
qualified majority voting 21–2, 27, 31–2,

64, 69, 111–14, 207–8
simple majority voting 111
triple majority system 63, 112–13
unanimity voting 20–1, 63–4, 69, 111, 134,

207–8
weighed votes 63, 112–13

European Parliament’s supervisory powers
98

functions and powers 104, 114–15
co-legislator 114–15, 169–70, 171–7
controlling delegated ‘legislative’ and

implementing power 236, 241–3
judicial appointments 134
treaty-making 207–12

internal structure and organs 106–11
‘Coreper’ and specialised Council

committees 107–10
excursus: High Representative of Foreign

Affairs and Security Policy 110–11
Presidency of the Council 104, 106–7

review proceedings 269
Council of Europe 10, 193
Court of Auditors 100, 145–7, 263

functions and powers 146–7
review proceedings 269, 287
structure and decision-making 146

Court of First Instance see General Court see
under Court of Justice of the European
Union

Court of Justice of the European Union 128–39
competences
administrative 245–7
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ERTA doctrine 202–3
exclusive competences: Article 3 TFEU

164–7
exclusive treaty powers 201–3
mixed agreements 215
Opinion 1/76 Doctrine 202
residual competence 161–2
shared competences 215
special external competences 197–8
WTO doctrine 201–2

constitutional limits to delegated acts 233–5
delegation to European Agencies 234–5
‘essential elements’ doctrine 233–4
non-delegation doctrine/‘Meroni doctrine’

230, 235
doctrine of consistent interpretation of

national law 331–4
draft international agreements, challenges to

209
duty of cooperation, negative aspect to 218–

20
see also duty of sincere cooperation
effectiveness principle 387–96
enforcement of European law 65, 138
infringement proceedings see

infringement proceedings
interim measures 136
limiting consequences of decentralised

enforcement 250–1
see also judicial powers: competences and

procedures
equivalence principle 385, 386–7
European Central Bank, status and

independence of 140
European legal order as ‘new legal order’

306–8
European primary law, effect of see under

direct and indirect effect
executive subsidiarity 250
implied external powers 195, 197–9, 215
judicial appointments 100, 130, 131, 134
judicial architecture: European Court system

129–34
Court of Justice: composition and

structure 130–1, 132
creation of Court of First Instance/General

Court 129
excursus: Advocates-General 132–3
General Court: composition and structure

27, 128, 131–2, 133
specialised court(s): Civil Service Tribunal

128, 129, 134
judicial powers and jurisdiction see judicial

powers: competences and procedures
judicial procedures 135–6
orders and opinions 136
voting and majority judgments 135–6

judicial reasoning: methods of interpretation
136–8

teleological interpretation 136–8, 153–7
judicial supranationalism 23
normative ‘autonomy’ of European legal

order 60–1

preliminary rulings see preliminary reference
procedure

role 128
interpreting law 136–8, 153–7

state liability 396, 397–9
subsidiarity principle 181–4
succession doctrine 212–13, 416, 421, 430–1
supremacy of European law see supremacy of

European law and preemption
‘unwritten’ Bill of Rights/human rights see

under European human rights
unwritten general principles of European

law, effects of 334–7
see also judicial powers: competences and

procedures

damages/compensation 280–2, 396, 397–9,
400–1

state liability: the Francovich doctrine 396,
397–402

judicial breaches of European law 402–4
see also individuals and private parties;

liability principle
Davignon Report 24–5
decision-making and voting see under

European Central Bank; European
Commission; European Council;
European Parliament; external powers:
competences and procedures; Member
States

decisions
binding nature 309–10
decisions: the executive instrument

320–3
non-addressed decisions 322–3
specifically addressed decisions 321–2

definition 320–1
as direct Union law 317, 320–3

Delors Commission/Report 26, 27
democracy 2, 62–4
degressively proportional system 90, 112
democratic ‘deficit’ 74–7
democratic legitimacy of parliamentary

legislation 400–1
democratic supranationalism/legitimacy 31–

2, 37, 38, 39–40, 41, 43–4
dual democracy/legitimacy 75–7
EU governmental system as a ‘semi-

parliamentary democracy’ 99–100
human rights setting substantive limits for

democratic government 410
‘Maastricht decision’ 68–71

legitimation through European
democratic structure 69–70

national democracy 69
national peoples as primary source of

democratic legitimacy 70, 75
voting transparency 96
see also citizenship of the Union; European

Parliament
development cooperation 194, 197–8
direct and indirect effect 3, 19, 305
conclusion 344–6
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direct and indirect effect (cont.)
constitutional law: the effect of European

primary law 310–16
dimensions of direct effect: vertical and

horizontal direct effect 315–16
direct effect: from strict to lenient test 312–

14
direct effect, strict test for 310–12

direct applicability and direct effect 308–9,
318–20, 324

direct Union law: regulations and directives
317–23

decisions see decisions
regulations see regulations

external Union law: international agreements
see international agreements

indirect Union law: directives see directives
directives 64–5, 323–37

binding nature 309–10, 371
definition 323
direct effect and directives: conditions and

limitations 323–30
‘estoppel argument’ 325

indirect effects through national and
(primary) European law 331–7

doctrine of consistent interpretation of
national law 331–4

indirect effects through the medium of
European law 334–7

as ‘indirect legislation’ 323
no-horizontal-direct-effect rule 326–7
exception to the rule: incidental horizontal

direct effect 329–30
limitation to the rule: wide definition of

State (actions) 327–9
preemptive capacity 368–9, 371–2

duty of sincere cooperation
and enforcement of European law see

remedies and liabilities
as an internal and judicial safeguard 213–14,

216–20
Member States as ‘trustees of the union’

217–18
‘reversed’ subsidiarity: restrictions on the

exercise of shared State power 218–20
national courts applying European law 289–

90
principle of mutual loyal and sincere

cooperation 85, 216

economic sanctions 194
effectiveness principle 382–3, 387–96, 397, 398,

405
historical evolution of effectiveness standard

388–93
minimum standards 387–8
procedural limits to the invocability of

European law 393–6
enforcement

enforcement actions see under judicial
powers: competences and procedures

individuals enforcing rights see under
individuals and private parties

remedies and liabilities see remedies and
liabilities

environmental policy 375–6, 425
equivalence principle 382–3, 384–7, 398, 405

national courts raising European law of their
own motion 394–5

nature of 384
non-discrimination: extending national

remedies to European actions 385
‘similar’ actions: the equivalence test 386–7

European Agencies 125–8
delegation to 234–5
functions 127
structures and types of agencies 128

European Atomic Energy Community 12, 18, 45
European Central Bank 30, 139–45

establishment 139
European Council appointing President and

Board 104, 142
European Parliament’s appointment powers

100
European Parliament’s supervisory powers

98
functions and powers 144–5
internal division of powers and decision-

making 143–4
voting 143–4

organs and administrative structure 142–3
review proceedings 269
special status 140–1

European Coal and Steel Community see under
constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

European Commission 116–28
administrative organs 119–21
composition and structure 117–21
Commission’s administrative organs 119–

21
European Council determining

composition 104
President and ‘his’ college 118–19
President elected by European Parliament

99–100, 118
decision-making and voting 122–3
collective decision-making 122
delegated powers 122–3

and European agencies 125–8
European Convention of Human Rights 434
European Parliament
appointment process, involvement in

99–100, 229
supervisory powers 98, 100, 227

functions and powers 117, 123–5, 226
delegated acts see under executive powers:

competences and procedures
infringement proceeding see infringement

proceedings
legal instruments of political leadership

227
legislation 123–4, 169, 171–3, 174–6

see also executive powers: competences and
procedures

role within CFSP 206, 208
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treaty-making and suspension 208–9, 211
informal procedures(s) of government 228–9
review proceedings 269
supranational nature 20–1, 26

European Commission of Human Rights 433–4
European Convention of HumanRights 429–35

external human rights standard for Union
acts 430–4

after accession: (full) direct review of
Union acts 433–4

before accession: (limited) indirect review
of Union acts 431–3

Union accession to the Convention:
constitutional preconditions 434–5

European Council 27, 32, 100–4
Charter of Fundamental Rights 422
composition 101
President 102–3, 125, 205

decision-making and voting 101–2, 114, 205
and development of the Union 36–7, 38–41
establishment as

semi-permanent ‘government’ 25–6
functions and powers 103–4
identifying interests/objectives of Union/

for CFSP 204–5, 226
law-making see under executive powers:

competences and procedures
legal instruments of political leadership

226–7
informal procedures(s) of government 228–9
infringement proceedings see under judicial

powers: competences and procedures
rise of European Council restricting

Council’s executive powers 104
as a Union institution 26, 27, 28, 100–1

European Court of Human Rights 430, 433–4
European Defence Community 16–18
European Economic Community see under

constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

European External Action Service see under
Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP)

European human rights 162, 409–46
birth of fundamental European rights 412–19
European standard – an ‘autonomous’

standard 414–18
limitations of human rights and

‘limitations on limitations’ 418–19
national fundamental rights 412–16

conclusions 445–6
‘essential core’ doctrine 418–19, 427
‘external’ Bill of Rights: European

Convention of Human Rights see
European Convention of Human Rights

fundamental rights limits and supremacy of
European law 358, 359–61

‘incorporation doctrine’: European Rights
and national limitations 435–45

incorporation and Charter of
Fundamental Rights 439–43

incorporation of European Convention of
Human Rights 443–4

incorporation of general principles:
implementation/derogation 436–9

incorporation and individuals – European
rights and private actions 444–5

special rules for Poland and the United
Kingdom 441–3

sources of human rights 410–11
‘unwritten’ Bill of Rights: human rights as

‘general principles’ 411–22
birth of fundamental European rights

412–19
United Nations’ law: external limits to

European human rights 419–22
‘written’ Bill of Rights: Charter of

Fundamental Rights see Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European
Union

European law
agencies as creatures of secondary European

law 126
binding legal instruments 309–10
see also decisions; directives; regulations
constitutional law 2–5
direct effect and indirect effect see direct and

indirect effect
direct Union law see under direct and indirect

effect
draft law, Member State challenging 104
enforcement of see remedies and liabilities
European Commission overseeing

application of European law 124–5, 127
European legal order as a ‘new legal order’

306–8
European Parliament’s legislative powers 96–

7
indirect Union law see under direct and

indirect effect
interpretation see interpretation
and judicial powers see judicial powers:

competences and procedures
legal authority of the EU deriving from

Member States 70–1, 72–3
legislative powers see legislative powers:

competences and procedures
liabilities see liability principle
and monism and dualism 306–8, 318, 323,

337–8, 350, 363
national peoples as primary source of

democratic legitimacy for European
laws 70

non-binding legal instruments 309–10
normative ‘autonomy’ of European legal

order 60–1
European legal order adopting ‘originality

hypothesis’ 57–8, 61, 66
normative supranationalism: nature of

European law 19–20
preemption see legislative preemption
‘primacy’ of international agreements over

European law 372, 373–4
remedies and liabilities see remedies and

liabilities
secondary law 309–10
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European law (cont.)
supremacy of European law see supremacy of

European law and preemption
Treaty amendment 45–6, 61–2
competences 203
and the European Council 103

‘unilateral’ nature of European law 60
European Monetary System 24, 27
European Parliament 87–100

ascendancy limiting the Council’s legislative
role 104

co-decision procedure 31–2, 43–4, 174–6
and Commission see under European

Commission
composition 62–3
European Council determining 104

cooperation procedure 27, 31–2, 43
decision-making and voting
decisional supranationalism 22–3
democratic support for EU policies 69–70
plenary decision-making and voting 94–6,

100
formation: electing Parliament 87–93
directly elected Parliament replacing an

assembly 22, 62–3, 87–8
Members of the European Parliament and

political parties 91–3
Parliament’s size and composition 88–90

internal structure: Parliamentary ‘organs’
93–4

Committees 93–4, 98–9
President and Vice-Presidents 93

Parliamentary powers 96–100
budgetary powers 97–8, 115
controlling delegated ‘legislative’ and

implementing power 236, 241–3
elective powers: appointment of the Union

officers 99–100
legislative powers/co-legislator with

Council 64, 96–7, 169–70, 171–7
powers widened by treaties 43–4, 96
role within CFSP 206
supervisory powers 98–9, 100
treaty-making 209, 210–11
review proceedings 269

European Political Cooperation 24–5,
26, 32

European Security and Defence Policy 32
European System of Central Banks 30, 140–1

see also European Central Bank
European Union (EU)

competences and legislation see legislative
powers: competences and procedures

constitutional history and origins see
constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

governmental structure see governmental
structure: Union institutions

nature of see constitutional nature: a
federation of States

exclusive competences 164–6
executive powers: competences and procedures

223–57

administrative powers: centralised
enforcement 243–50

administrative powers and the subsidiarity
principle 248–50

scope of the Union’s administrative
powers 244–8

administrative powers: decentralised
enforcement 250–5

effects of national administrative acts 251–
2

national administrative autonomy and its
limits 253–5

Article 290 TFEU: delegation of ‘legislative’
power 231–8

judicial safeguards: constitutional limits to
delegated acts 233–5

political safeguards: control rights of the
Union legislator 236–8

scope of Article 290 TFEU 238–40
Article 291 TFEU: ‘conferral’ of executive

power 238–43
constitutional safeguards for

implementing legislation 240–3
scope of Article 291 TFEU 238–40

conclusion 256–7
governmental powers: the Union’s dual

executive 225–9
informal procedures(s) of government

228–9
legal instruments of political leadership

226–7
law-making powers: delegated and

implementing acts 230–43
autonomous and delegated regulatory

powers 230–1
‘conferral’ of executive power: Article 291

TFEU 238–43
delegation of ‘legislative’ power: Articles

290 TFEU 231–8
nature of executive powers 223–5
see also legislative powers: competences and

procedures
external powers: competences and procedures

187–222
conclusion 220–2
external competences of the Union 190–9
CFSP see Common Foreign and Security

Policy (CFSP)
competences of the Union on foreign

affairs 190–2
relationship between CFSP and special

external competences 195, 197–9
residual treaty power: Article 216 TFEU

194–6
Union’s objectives 190
Union’s special external powers 192–4

external decision-making procedures 204–13
CFSP decision-making see Common

Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)
initiation and negotiation 208–9
modification and suspension

(termination) 211–12
signing and conclusion 210–11
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unilateral external acts and international
agreements 204–5

Union’s (ordinary)
treaty-making procedure 207–13

Union succession to international
agreements of Member States 212–13

foreign affairs emerging as a distinct public
function 188

nature of external competences 199–204
Article 3 (2) TFEU: subsequent exclusive

treaty powers 201–4
subsequent exclusivity: criticising

constitutional theory 203–4
sui generis nature of the CFSP competence

200–1
three lines of exclusivity: codifying

constitutional practice 201–3
sharing external power: constitutional

safeguards for unity 213–20
duty of cooperation: an internal and judicial

safeguard 213–14, 216–20
Member States as ‘Trustees of the Union’

217–18
mixed agreements: an international and

political safeguard 213, 214–16
‘reversed’ subsidiarity: restrictions on the

exercise of shared State power
218–20

federalism see constitutional nature: a
federation of States

France
Constitutional Treaty 38, 39–40
dual executive 225–6
‘empty chair’ policy 21–2
French Revolution 72

fundamental rights see European human rights

Gaulle, General Charles de 21
General Court see under Court of Justice of the

European Union
Germany 65–6, 213

administrative powers 244
disapplication of European law not covered

by the conferral principle 361–3
review of ‘specific’ and ‘manifest’

violations of conferral principle 363
‘Maastricht decision’ 68–71, 361–2
relative supremacy of European law 359–61,

362
governmental structure: Union institutions

80–115, 116–48
Commission see European Commission
conclusion 147–8
Council see Council
Court of Auditors see Court of Auditors
Court of Justice see Court of Justice of the

European Union
European Central Bank see European Central

Bank
European Council see European Council
European Parliament see European

Parliament

European Treaties establishing institutions
81–2

‘separation-of-powers’ principle and the EU
83–7

principle of inter-institutional balance 84–5
types of governmental powers or functions

85–7

harmonisation 157–9, 245–6, 324
administrative cooperation 254–5
complementary competences excluding

harmonisation 376–8
field preemption 365–6
national procedural laws 381–3, 396
shared competences and fixing minimum

harmonisation 374
competences for minimum harmonisation

375–6
High Representative of Foreign Affairs and

Security Policy see under Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)

horizontal direct effect see under direct and
indirect effect

human rights see European human rights
humanitarian aid 194

implied powers, doctrine of 195, 197–9, 215
‘incorporation doctrine’ see under European

human rights
indirect actions see preliminary reference

procedure
indirect effect see direct and indirect effect
individuals and private parties
citizenship of the Union see citizenship of the

Union
enforcing international treaties 310–12
enforcing rights

direct effect 315–16, 318–20, 323–30
indirect union law: directives 323–37
monism and dualism 306–8
no-horizontal-direct-effect rule see under

directives
specifically addressed decisions 321–2
State liability: the Francovich doctrine 396,

397–402
see also remedies and liabilities
human rights see European human rights
instruments with direct effects on individuals

64–5, 67, 245–7, 317
see also decisions; regulations
judicial review 262, 265, 270–3, 283, 288

collateral review 275–6
indirect review through preliminary

rulings 276–8
proportionality principle 267–8
standing 273–5
substantive conditions for liability 280–2

see also judicial powers: competences and
procedures

privacy, right to 228–9
private liability: the Courage doctrine 405–7
rights from Treaty obligations 19
and the State 71–2
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infringement proceedings 124–5, 254, 260
brought by European Commission 124–5
and Member States 283–5
‘international’ infringement proceedings 311
letters of formal notice and reasoned

opinions 284
and Union institutions 287–9
see also judicial powers: competences and

procedures
institutions see governmental structure: Union

institutions
inter-institutional balance principle 84–5
internal market

completing 26–7
harmonisation competence 157–9

international agreements 115, 125, 136, 154–5,
194

Article 3 (2) TFEU: subsequent exclusive
treaty powers 201–4

subsequent exclusivity: criticising
constitutional theory 203–4

three lines of exclusivity: codifying
constitutional practice 201–3

definition 337–8
direct effect of Union agreements 338–42
conditions for direct effect 339–41
dimensions of direct effect 341–2

draft international agreements, challenges to
209

European Convention of Human Rights see
European Convention of Human Rights

external Union law 337–43
indirect effects: interpretation and

implementation principles 342–3
principle of consistent interpretation 342
principle of implementation 342–3

preemptive capacity 372–4
capacity of double preemption 374

residual treaty power: Article 216 TFEU 193,
194–6

sharing external power: constitutional
safeguards for unity 213–20

duty of cooperation see duty of sincere
cooperation

mixed agreements: an international and
political safeguard 213, 214–16

supremacy of European law over
international treaties of Member States
352–4

Union’s (ordinary) treaty-making procedure
204–5, 207–13

initiation and negotiation 208–9
modification and suspension

(termination) 211–12
signing and conclusion 210–11
unilateral external acts and international

agreements 204–5
Union succession to international

agreements of Member States 212–13,
416, 421, 430–1

International Labour Organisation 218
international law

American constitutional tradition:
federalism as (inter)national law 49–53

constitutions and treaties 56–9
enforcement of international law norms 380
European constitutional tradition see

constitutional nature: a federation of
States

and European law 19–20, 68–71
independence of European legal order

from classic international law 306–8
‘primacy’ of international agreements over

European law 372, 373–4
international agreements see international

agreements/treaties
international law hypothesis and

international legal order 57–8
international law theory and EU see under

constitutional nature: a federation of
States

international organisations see international
organisations

and national law 47–8
monism and dualism 306, 318, 323, 337–8

see also under constitutional nature: a
federation of States

recognising only States 54–5
States as sovereign subjects 213–20
unanimous decision-making and

international law 20–1, 63–4, 69
international organisations 66, 110–11, 154–5,

193
EU’s inability to participate in 217–18

interpretation
application of law and interpretation of law

291–2
consistent interpretation of national law see

consistent interpretation principle
indirect effects: interpretation and

implementation principles 342–3
principle of consistent interpretation 342
principle of implementation 342–3

international agreements/treaties, 154–5,
372–3

interpretative prerogatives of national courts
385

preemption doctrine as a federal theory of
interpretation 368

preliminary references, interpretation of law
on 291–2, 299–301

principles and methods of interpretation of
law 136–8

teleological interpretation 136–8, 153–7

judges and the judiciary
appointments 100, 130, 131, 134
human rights, protecting 410
powers see judicial powers: competences and

procedures
State liability for judicial breaches of

European law 402–4
independence of judiciary not undermined

403
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see also Court of Justice of the European
Union; national courts

judicial powers: competences and procedures
258–302

adjudicatory powers: enforcement actions
283–9

enforcement actions against Member
States see under Member States

enforcement action against the Union:
failure to act 287–9

adjudicatory powers: preliminary rulings
138, 276–8, 289–301

annulment powers: judicial review 262–78
acts which can/cannot be reviewed 263–4
indirect review of European law 138, 260,

275–8
reviewable bodies 263
the existence of a ‘reviewable’ act 263–4
legal standing before the European Court

268–75
legitimate grounds for review 264–8

conclusion 301–2
definition of judicial power 260
direct and indirect actions 138, 260
indirect review of European law 138, 260,

275–8
collateral review: the plea of illegality 275–

6
indirect review through preliminary

rulings 276–8
infringement proceedings see infringement

proceedings
jurisdiction and judicial powers 138–9
direct and indirect actions 138, 260
judicial competence and procedures 261–1
jurisdictional gaps 139, 260–1
preliminary references 291–2

legal standing before the European Court
268–75

individual applicants/private parties 270–
5

Lisbon formulation and its interpretative
problems 273–5

non-privileged applicants 269
Plaumann test 271–2, 274–5
privileged applicants 269
Rome formulation and its judicial

interpretation 270–3
semi-privileged applicants 269

legitimate grounds for review 264–8
‘formal’ and ‘substantive’ grounds 265–7
infringement of an essential procedural

requirement 266
infringement of the Treaties 266–7
lack of competence 265–6
misuse of powers 266
proportionality principle: substantive

grounds 267–8
preliminary references see preliminary

reference procedure
remedial powers: liability actions 278–82
procedural conditions: from dependent to

independent action 279–80

substantive conditions: from
Schöppenstedt to Bergaderm 280–2

judicial review see under judicial powers:
competences and procedures

Justice and Home Affairs 33–5, 44

Kelsen, Hans 56–8

Laeken meeting and Declaration 36–7, 38, 43
law see European law; international law;

national law
legislative powers: competences and procedures

151–86
categories of Union competence 162–9

complementary competences: Article 6
TFEU 168–9

coordinating competences: Article 5 TFEU
167–8

exclusive competences: Article 3 TFEU
164–6

shared competences: Article 4 TFEU 164–7
conclusion 184–6
concept of legislation and approach of the EU

151–2
legislative procedures: ordinary and special

169–77
ordinary legislative procedure 171–6
special legislative procedures 176–7

ordinary legislative procedure 171–6
constitutional practice: informal trilogues

174–6
constitutional theory: formal text 171–4

principle of subsidiarity see subsidiarity
principle

scope of Union competences 152–62
conferral principle 153, 154–5, 190
general competences of the Union 157–62
harmonisation competence 157–9
legislative competence 153
residual competence 160–2
teleological interpretation 153–7

see also executive powers: competences and
procedures

legislative preemption 363–8
competence limits to preemption 374–8

competences for minimum harmonisation
374, 375–6

complementary competences excluding
harmonisation 374, 376–8

conclusion 378–9
constitutional limits to legislative

preemption 368–78
competence limits to preemption 374–8
Union instruments and their preemptive

capacity 369–74
meaning of doctrine of preemption 364
modes of preemption: express and implied

preemption 367–8
preemption categories: relative effects of

preemption 364–7
field preemption 365–6, 369–71
obstacle preemption 366
rule preemption 366–7
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legislative preemption (cont.)
preemptive capacity of directives 368–9, 371–2
preemptive capacity of international

agreements 372–4
preemptive capacity of regulations 368–71
see also supremacy of European law and

preemption
liability principle 396–407

private liability: the Courage doctrine 405–7
state liability: the Francovich doctrine 396,

397–9
three conditions for State liability 399–402
State liability for judicial breaches of

European law 402–4
Lisbon Treaty see under constitutional history:

from Paris to Lisbon
Locke, John 188
loyal and sincere cooperation see duty of sincere

cooperation
Luxembourg Compromise 21–2, 114, 207, 216

Madison, James 49–52
Maastricht Treaty

international law theory: ‘Maastricht
decision’ 66–7, 68–71, 78

from Maastricht to Nice see under
constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

Member States
Comitology system 241–3
competences see legislative powers:

competences and procedures
courts see national courts
decision-making and voting 63, 69
Luxembourg Compromise 21–2
ratification of Treaty amendments 45–6,

61–2
veto powers 63–4
weighed votes 63, 112–13

decisions 321–2
directives 323–5, 327–9
doctrine of consistent interpretation of

national law 331–4
economic policies, coordinating 115
eligibility conditions for States seeking

membership 103
enforcement actions against Member States

283–7
judicial enforcement through financial

sanctions 286–7
procedural conditions under Article 258

TFEU 283–5
enforcement of European law see remedies

and liabilities
human rights/national fundamental rights

412–16
see also European human rights
‘incorporation doctrine’: European rights

and national limitations 435–45
general rules for all Member States 439–41
incorporation and Charter of

Fundamental Rights 439–43
incorporation of European Convention of

Human Rights 443–4

incorporation of general principles:
implementation/derogation 436–9

special rules for Poland and the United
Kingdom 441–3

infringement proceedings see infringement
proceedings

international agreements
binding Member States 337–8
challenging draft international agreements

209
duty of cooperation see duty of sincere

cooperation
and human rights 414
law and order 139, 260–1
mixed agreements 213, 214–16
Union succession to international

agreements of Member States 212–13,
416, 421, 430–1

see also international agreements
legal authority of the EU deriving from

Member States 70–1, 72–3
national law 47–8
American constitutional tradition:

federalism as (inter)national law
49–53

constitutional tradition see constitutional
nature: a federation of States

federal treaty 58
and preemption see legislative preemption

no-horizontal-direct-effect rule and wide
definition of State (actions) 327–9

obligations to implement European law 64–5
preliminary references see under judicial

powers: competences and procedures
regulations 317–20
remedies see remedies and liabilities
review proceedings 269
role within CFSP 206
sovereign equality and the EU 63–4, 70–1,

78–9, 87, 112
see also sovereignty
State liability see liability principle
supremacy of European law see under

supremacy of European law and
preemption

MEPs 91–3
mixed agreements 213, 214–16
Montesquieu, Baron Charles de 83–4
mutual recognition 23, 251–2

national courts 128–9, 132, 134, 139
consistent interpretation of national law see

consistent interpretation principle
enforcement of European law see remedies

and liabilities
‘executive’ nature of supremacy:

disapplication not invalidation 355–8
see also supremacy and preemption
interpretative prerogatives 385
preliminary references from see preliminary

reference procedure
procedural autonomy of Member States see

remedies and liabilities
role in applying European law 289–90
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national law 47–8
American constitutional tradition:

federalism as (inter)national law 49–53
European constitutional tradition see

constitutional nature: a federation of
States

federal treaty 58
national Parliaments 179–81
national procedural autonomy principle 381
negative integration 23
Netherlands and the Constitutional Treaty 38,

39–40
Nice Treaty see under constitutional history:

from Paris to Lisbon
no-horizontal-direct-effect rule see under

directives
non-discrimination 312–14

effectiveness principle 389–91
extending national remedies to European

actions 385
‘similar’ actions: the equivalence test 386–7

Ombudsman, European 99
appointment 100

open method of coordination 115
Organisation for European Economic

Cooperation 10

passerelles 103
Pillars, First, Second and Third see under

constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

Pléven Plan/René Pléven 16
Poland 441–3
Police and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal

Matters (PJCC) 34, 44
political groups, European 92–3
positive integration 23, 26–7
preemption see legislative preemption
preliminary reference procedure 138, 260,

289–301
conditions for a preliminary ruling 292–6
necessary questions 295–6
national courts and tribunals 293–5

indirect review through preliminary rulings
276–8

jurisdiction of the European Court 291–2
legal nature of preliminary rulings 299–301
obligation to refer and ‘acte clair’ 296–9
acte clair doctrine 298–9

rejecting preliminary ruling requests 295–6
proportionality principle 182, 184, 267–8

‘essential core’ doctrine 418–19, 427
limitations/restrictions of human rights 418–

19, 427
proportionality test 267–8

regulations 64–5
binding nature 309–10, 369
definition 317
as direct Union law 317–20
preemptive capacity 368–71
regulations: the ‘legislative’ instrument 317–20

direct application and direct effect 318–20
general application in all Member States

317–18
remedies and liabilities 380–408
conclusion 407–8
(consistent) interpretation principle see

consistent interpretation principle
duty of sincere cooperation

ensuring fulfilment of Treaty obligations
250–1

principles of equivalence and of
effectiveness 382–3

procedural autonomy of Member States
253–4, 382–3

effectiveness principle 382–3, 387–96, 397,
398, 405

historical evolution of effectiveness
standard 388–93

minimum standards 387–8
procedural limits to the invocability of

European law 393–6
equivalence principle 382–3, 384–7, 398, 405

national courts raising European law of
their own motion 394–5

nature of 384
non-discrimination: extending national

remedies to European actions 385
‘similar’ actions: the equivalence test 386–

7
liability principle see liability principle
Member States primarily enforcing

enforcement of European law 244, 247,
250–1

effects of national administrative acts 251–2
national administrative autonomy and its

limits 253–5
procedural autonomy of Member States in

enforcing European law 381–3
relative 382–3

residual competence 160–2
review, judicial see under judicial powers:

competences and procedures

sanctions
economic sanctions 194
judicial enforcement through financial

sanctions 286–7
Schengen Agreement /Area 24–5, 33
incorporated into European Union 35

Schmitt, Carl 56, 58–9
Schuman Plan/ Robert Schuman 12–13
‘separation-of-powers’ principle 83–7
shared competences 164–7
see also legislative preemption

Spaak Report/ Paul-Henry Spaak 18
specialised court(s) see under Court of Justice of

the European Union
sovereignty 47–8
as an emotional question 57
and the EU 78–9, 152, 213, 220

constitution 66, 68, 71, 73
EU’s powers remaining enumerated

powers 64–5, 66, 184
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sovereignty (cont.)
review of ‘specific’ and ‘manifest’

violations of conferral principle 363
and State sovereignty 48, 53–4, 66

see also constitutional nature: a federation of
States

and federalism 53–4
American constitutional tradition:

federalism as (inter)national law 49–53
‘confederation’ versus ‘federation’ 54–9

indivisibility of sovereignty 53–4, 57, 66, 68,
71, 73, 78–9

divisibility of sovereignty 78–9
international treaties, interpretation of 154–5
and Member States see underMember States
the ‘people’ and sovereignty 71–2, 73, 75
sovereign Parliament 152
and a Union of States 49–53, 213, 217, 220

standing see under judicial powers:
competences and procedures

States
federal States see constitutional nature: a

federation of States
Member States see Member States
national law 47–8
American constitutional tradition:

federalism as (inter)national law 49–53
constitutional tradition see constitutional

nature: a federation of States
federal treaty 58
sovereignty see sovereignty
State liability see liability principle

Stockholm Programme 228–9
subsidiarity principle 177–84, 203

and administrative powers 248–50
competition law 248–50
meaning of 177–8, 248
definition of executive subsidiarity 249–50

procedural standard: subsidiarity as political
safeguard of federalism 178–81

‘reversed’ subsidiarity: restrictions on the
exercise of shared State power
218–20

substantive standard: subsidiarity as a
judicial safeguard 181–4

tests 178, 181–4
succession doctrine 212–13, 416, 421, 430–1
sui generis theory see under constitutional

nature: a federation of States
supranationalism 48, 66, 67–8

see also constitutional history: from Paris to
Lisbon

supremacy of European law and preemption
347–79

European perspective: absolute supremacy
349–58

absolute scope of the supremacy principle
350–4

‘executive’ nature of supremacy:
disapplication not invalidation 355–8

legislative preemption see legislative
preemption

meaning of supremacy 364
national perspective: relative supremacy

358–63
competences limits; from ‘Maastricht’ to

‘Mangold’ 361–3
fundamental rights limits: the ‘so-long’

jurisprudence 359–61
principles of preemption and supremacy 348
supremacy over internal law of Member

States 3, 19–20, 60–1, 64–5, 350–2
supremacy over international treaties of

Member States 352–4

Tocqueville, Alexis de 52–3
treaties see international agreements
TREVI mechanism 24–5, 33
trustees doctrine 217–18

United Kingdom
Charter of Fundamental Rights 441–3
partial ‘opt-out’ through the Protocol 442–

3
courts and judiciary 295, 297
dual executive 225–6
legislation 169, 185
rule of law, definition of 265
sovereign Parliament 152, 350

United Nations 193
Charter 71
fundamental rights 416, 419–22

United Nations’ law: external limits to
European human rights 419–22

Security Council Resolutions 194
United States

administrative powers 243–4
agencies 125
American Revolution 72
Constitution 3, 49–53, 81, 160, 225–6
Bill of Rights 435–6
mixed format of the constitutional

structure 52–3
‘separation-of-powers’ principle 83–4

rule of law, definition of 265
Supreme Court 136, 259–60, 364–5
preemption doctrine 367–8

vertical direct effect see under direct and
indirect effect

voting see under Court of Justice of the
European Union; European Central
Bank; European Commission;
European Council; European
Parliament; Member States

Werner Report 24
Western European Union 10, 32, 44
World Trade Organization 339–41

WTO Agreement 339–40, 342–3
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